
Draft Hydro Minutes – May 5th 2017 

 

Called to order 8:07 

Members Present: Neil, Chris Stanton, Bob Richards, Mike Stannard 

Jay Borri P.E explained that we could file with FERC a preliminary permit. If ANR did a review for 

preliminary we would answer many questions and have a more accurate report, for the Selectboard and 

voters. We would be looking a new numbers; scaled back costs, do to (reduced cost of FERC license). 

The State of Vermont has made it clear they don’t want to start review until FERC begins. We would not 

have to file a new ($50,000) permit, simply a Prelim. There is only around $5,000 in costs to pay the 

engineer to get the ball rolling. What’s the value of the power/what are state parameters (i.e water 

flow). If interested, we should begin this process and get the State in action. This project will be taken 

more seriously and have State work done in an estimated, two years. Jay or another hired engineer 

would address letters (probably 20) to all agencies involved with State process. Could cost between $5-

$10,000. Jay will go online and forward us the forms required for the process. Bob: should we have an 

engineer fill that out? Control of the dam safety converts from the State to the feds as soon as prelim 

perm is filed.  

Existing dam and being a municipality are positives in the process. Comes down to seeing if State will 

allow use of enough water to make Engineer study number materialize. 1st time for Select Board 

discussion would be the 23d of May. Jay expressed that he could probably have preliminary permitting 

submitted by September, with approval in June. He explained that currently 14.6 cents from Green 

Mountain Power is a fairly “rock solid” number.  

All members present came to consensus, that we supported the idea of getting the review, discussion 

and approval of the wording from the new Purchase and Sale Agreement, drafted by Jeff Bloomer, on 

the Select Board Agenda. 

 

Mike: track down new draft of agreement, get to select-board. Get FERC permit form from jay. Do 

minutes and agenda for the 22nd. 

Bob: Get hydro preliminary FERC permitting on May 23d Select-board agenda. Figure out details of 

paying for Jay’s services 

Meeting adjourned 9:39 

Michael R. Stannard, Chairman 

 


